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Heat your home the most efficient 
healthful and economical way with a
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The warm air system of heating is most efficient, 
because it is most direct. Warm air cannot readily 
enter a room while it is filled with cold air. To 
attempt to heat a room without, at the same time, 
removing cold air already in the room, is working 
under a big handicap. Yet that is just what hap
pens where hot water or steam systems are in use, 
and it is this very factor that accounts for their 
high cost of operation.

A McClary’s Sunshine Furnace draws the cold 
air from the rooms down the cold air pipes, and re
places it with warm, fresh air in equal quantity.

Heating your home with a McClary’s Sunshine 
Furnace is the most healthful way, because special 
provision is made for properly moistening the air 
before distribution to the various rooms and halls. 
The pure, fresh air is drawn into the heating cham
ber, rapidly heated and poured into the distributing 
pipes, passing over the water pan on its way.

pa
v WAs to economy, the first cost is very low, being 

less than half that of a warm water system and less * 
than a third that of steam. The cost of installation 
is much less also, and, furthermore, each year of 
operation means a big saving in fuel bills. McClary’s 
Sunshine Furnace is easily the most economical 
heating system from any point of view.
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m Get Competent We have saved money
A - . ^ _ for thousands of house
Advice-----FREE owners, and are at your

service in the same way.
• We maintain a staff of heating engineers to advise 

upon heating problems. Send rough plans and size 
of your house, and let our experts figure out for you 
the size of furnace required, location, heat distribu
tion and other details of the best arrangeaient for 
your particular needs. This service is entirely free, 
whether you purchase or not, and will undoubtedly 
save you considerable expense.
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It’s worth your ‘while to know all about the Sunshine Furnace. 

Write our nearest branch for FREE booklet.
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McClarys London Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver 
St. John, N.B. Hamilton Calgary Edmonton Saskatoon
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